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AMSOIL Signature Series Synthetic Motor Oil represents the pinnacle of lubrication science. It is the result of
40 years of synthetic lubricant engineering. Signature Series brings not only industry-leading performance,
but top value as well; its extended-drain performance delivers guaranteed protection for up to 25,000 miles/
one year. AMSOIL Signature Series Synthetic Motor Oil offers a rare combination of performance, value and
environmental responsibility.
Engineered to outperform conventional petroleum oils. Reduces friction, heat and wear for maximum power,
PERFORMANCEANDFUELEFlCIENCY2ESISTSHIGH TEMPERATUREBURN OFF CHEMICALBREAKDOWNANDSLUDGINGnKEEPS
ENGINESCLEAN/UTSTANDINGLOW TEMPERATUREmUIDITYFORFAST DEPENDABLEWINTERSTARTSANDIMMEDIATESTARTUP
protection. Exceeds the most demanding worldwide performance standards and meets warranty requirements
FORALLDOMESTICANDIMPORTEDPASSENGERCARENGINES BOTHTURBOCHARGEDANDNON TURBOCHARGED5PTO
25,000-mile or one-year drain intervals.

ASM

ALM

AZO

ASL

ATM

A standard 3,000-mile oil change gets you coast to coast.

The AMSOIL 25,000-mile oil change
takes you around the world.
Signature Series 0W-20 Synthetic Motor Oil

3,00
0 MIL

(ASM)

!0)3ERVICE3.2ESOURCE#ONSERVING 3-cp),3!#'&  cp'-DEXOSTM

Signature Series 5W-20 Synthetic Motor Oil

(ALM)

!0)3ERVICE3.2ESOURCE#ONSERVING 3-cp),3!#'&  cp'-DEXOSTM

Signature Series 0W-30 Synthetic Motor Oil

(AZO)

2ECOMMENDEDFORAPPLICATIONSREQUIRING7  7 AND7 
!0)3ERVICE3.2ESOURCE#ONSERVING 3-cp),3!#'&  c

Signature Series 5W-30 Synthetic Motor Oil

(ASL)

!0)3ERVICE3.2ESOURCE#ONSERVING 3-cp),3!#'&  cp'-DEXOSTM

Signature Series 10W-30 Synthetic Motor Oil
!0)3ERVICE3.2ESOURCE#ONSERVING 3-cp),3!#'&  c

2

(ATM)
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XL Synthetic Motor Oil
XLZ

XLM

XLF

XLT

XLO

Formulated to last longer in service than
conventional motor oils. Extended-drain
BOOSTTECHNOLOGYMAINTAINSMAXIMUMWEAR
protection for up to 10,000-mile/six-month
drain intervals, or longer when recommended
INOWNERSMANUALSORINDICATEDBYOILLIFE
monitoring systems. Save time, money
and effort.
XL 0W-20 Synthetic Motor Oil

(XLZ)

!0)3ERVICE3. 3-cp),3!#'&  cp'-DEXOSTM

XL 5W-20 Synthetic Motor Oil

(XLM)

!0)3ERVICE3. 3-cp),3!#'&  cp'-DEXOSTM

XL 5W-30 Synthetic Motor Oil

(XLF)

!0)3ERVICE3. 3-cp),3!#'&  cp'-DEXOSTM

XL 10W-30 Synthetic Motor Oil

(XLT)

!0)3ERVICE3. 3-cp),3!#'&  c

XL 10W-40 Synthetic Motor Oil

(XLO)

API Service SN, SM…

e
cellent engin
Delivering ex
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d performan
protection an
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oil change
recommended
intervals.

OEZ

OEM

OEF

OET

OE Synthetic Motor Oil
Specially formulated for the longer oil change
INTERVALSRECOMMENDEDBYVEHICLEMANUFACturers today. Advanced synthetic technology
RESISTSCHEMICALBREAKDOWNFORMAXIMUM
wear protection (and peace of mind) well
BEYONDTHETRADITIONAL  MILEOIL
change interval.
OE 0W-20 Synthetic Motor Oil

(OEZ)

!0)3ERVICE3. 3-cp),3!#'&  cp'-DEXOSTM

OE 5W-20 Synthetic Motor Oil

(OEM)

!0)3ERVICE3. 3-cp),3!#'&  c p'-DEXOSTM

OE 5W-30 Synthetic Motor Oil

(OEF)

!0)3ERVICE3. 3-cp),3!#'&  cp'-DEXOSTM

OE 10W-30 Synthetic Motor Oil

(OET)

!0)3ERVICE3. 3-cp),3!#'&  c
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Assembly Lube (EAL)

BRK

OF

FICIAL OIL

Formulated to cling to engine parts and provide
exceptional wear protection while inhibiting rust
and corrosion in newly built or rebuilt four-stroke
engines. Designed to dissolve in oil, helping
eliminate oil port clogging and deposit formation.

EAL

Break-In Oil (BRK)
SAE 30 viscosity-grade oil formulated without
FRICTIONMODIlERSTOALLOWFORQUICKANDEFlCIENT
piston ring seating in new and rebuilt highperformance and racing engines. Contains
anti-wear additives to protect cam lobes, lifters
and rockers during the critical break-in period
when wear rates are highest, while increased
lLMSTRENGTHPROTECTSRODANDMAINBEARINGS
from damage.

ZRT

ZRF

Z-ROD® Synthetic Motor Oil
High-zinc, high-phosphorus formulation engiNEEREDSPECIlCALLYFORCLASSICCARSANDPERFORmance vehicles. Provides extra protection for
mAT TAPPETCAMS LIFTERS ROCKERSANDOTHERAREAS
SUSCEPTIBLETOWEAR5NIQUEBLENDOFRUSTAND
corrosion inhibitors ensures maximum protection
during long-term storage.
Z-ROD 10W-30 Synthetic Motor Oil

(ZRT)

API SL, SJ…

Z-ROD 20W-50 Synthetic Motor Oil

(ZRF)

API SL, SJ…

DOMINATOR® Synthetic
Racing Oil
RD50

RD20
RD30

RD60

Provides superior protection and
performance for high-rpm, high-temperature racing and high-performance
applications. Shear-stable formulation
to protect critical engine components
for the duration of the race. Effectively
reduces friction for maximum power
and cooler engine temperatures,
resulting in improved lap times and
LONGER LASTINGEQUIPMENT
DOMINATOR 5W-20
Synthetic Racing Oil
DOMINATOR 10W-30
Synthetic Racing Oil
DOMINATOR 15W-50
Synthetic Racing Oil
DOMINATOR SAE 60
Synthetic Racing Oil

4

(RD20)
(RD30)
(RD50)
(RD60)

PRODUCTS THE
PROS USE
“It’s not uncommon
for us to see
engine temps over
300°. There’s no
other oil I’d trust
on race day.”
Scott Douglas
11 World
Championships

AMO

ARO

Premium Protection Synthetic Motor Oil
Formulated for use in gasoline engines and on- and off-road diesel
ENGINESNOTEQUIPPEDWITHDIESELPARTICULATElLTERS$0&S /FFERS
excellent wear protection. Ideal for applications where the extra
protection of a high-zinc formula is desired, including classic cars
ANDMOTORHOMES%XCELLENTFORmAT TAPPET HIGH PERFORMANCE 
heavy-duty and high-mileage applications.
Premium Protection 10W-40 Synthetic Motor Oil

(AMO)

!0)3ERVICE3, 3*  #& #)  p*!3/-!MOTORCYCLEWETCLUTCH p)3/ , %-!

Premium Protection 20W-50 Synthetic Motor Oil

(ARO)

!0)3ERVICE3, 3*  #& #)  p*!3/-!MOTORCYCLEWETCLUTCH p)3/ , %-!

Full-SAPS

Mid-SAPS

SAPS stands for sulfated ash, phosphorus and
SULFUR WHICHCOMPRISEASIGNIÚCANTPARTOFAMOTOR
oil’s additive content. Because the vehicle emissions systems and aftertreatment devices of some
European vehicles are sensitive to the SAPS content of oil, it is important to use an oil that meets
THEPROPERSPECIÚCATIONTOENSUREOPTIMUMENGINE
protection and performance.

Low-SAPS

AEL

AFL

EFM

European Car Formula
Synthetic Motor Oil
3PECIALLYFORMULATEDFORTHELUBRICATIONNEEDS
of European gasoline and diesel cars and
light trucks. Blended with advanced AMSOIL
SYNTHETICBASESTOCKS PREMIUMADDITIVESAND
BROADVISCOSITYRATINGS ALLOWINGMOTORISTSTOTAKE
advantage of the maximum extended drain inTERVALSRECOMMENDEDBY%UROPEANAUTOMAKERS
while providing outstanding protection and
performance.
European Car Formula 5W-30
Synthetic Motor Oil (AEL) – Low-SAPS
67p-"p"-7,, p0ORSCHE#

European Car Formula 5W-40
Synthetic Motor Oil (AFL) – Mid-SAPS
!#%!#p!0)#& 3. 3-p"-7,ONGLIFE p#HRYSLER-3 
SUPERSEDES-3  p&ORD733 -# !p'-DEXOSt
SUPERSEDES,, ! AND,, "  p-" !PPROVALp0ORSCHE
!p67p2ENAULT2.2.

European Car Formula 5W-40
Synthetic Motor Oil (EFM) – Full-SAPS
!#%!!" !"p!0)3.3-p"-7,, p
-"p0ORSCHE!p2ENAULT p
67

$ESIGNEDFORTHESPECIÚCDEMANDS
of European gas and diesel engines.
p/UTSTANDING!LL 3EASON0ERFORMANCE
p%NGINEEREDFOR-AXIMUM&UEL%CONOMY
p%NHANCED4URBOCHARGER0ROTECTION
p,OW -ID AND&ULL 3!03&ORMULATIONS
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20W-50 Synthetic
Motorcycle Oil (MCV)
!0)3ERVICE3' 3,#& #' p*!3/-!-!
MOTORCYCLEWETCLUTCH p)3/ , %-!

Recommended for Harley-DavidSON "UELL +4- $UCATI !PRILIA 
BMW, Triumph and other
motorcycle engines. Superior
synthetic formulation provides
long service life and maximum
protection against engine wear.
3UPERIORSHEARSTABILITYPROVIDES
outstanding protection for highperformance engines, transmissions and primary chaincases.
.OFRICTIONMODIlERS7ET CLUTCH
COMPATIBLE
10W-40 Synthetic
Motorcycle Oil (MCF)
!0)3ERVICE3' 3,#&p*!3/-!-!
MOTORCYCLEWETCLUTCH p)3/ , %-!

Recommended for Honda,
9AMAHA +AWASAKI 6ICTORY "-7
and other motorcycle engines.
Superior synthetic formulation
provides long service life and
maximum protection against
engine wear. Superior shear
STABILITYPROVIDESOUTSTANDING
protection for high-performance
ENGINESANDTRANSMISSIONS.O
FRICTIONMODIlERS7ET CLUTCH
COMPATIBLE
10W-30 Synthetic
Motorcycle Oil (MCT)
!0)3ERVICE3' 3,#& #' p*!3/-!-!
MOTORCYCLEWETCLUTCH p)3/ , %-!

Recommended for Honda,
9AMAHA 3UZUKIAND+AWASAKI
motorcycles and scooters, as
well as Arctic Cat, Can-Am,
(ONDA +AWASAKIAND
3UZUKI!46SAND546S3UPERIOR
synthetic formulation provides
long service life and maximum
protection against engine wear.
3UPERIORSHEARSTABILITYDELIVers outstanding protection for
high-performance engines and
TRANSMISSIONS.OFRICTIONMODIlERS7ET CLUTCHCOMPATIBLE
SAE 60 Synthetic
Motorcycle Oil (MCS)
!0)3ERVICE3' 3,#& ', p*!3/-!-!
MOTORCYCLEWETCLUTCH p)3/ , %-!

Recommended for Harley$AVIDSONANDBIG BOREMOTORcycles that require a 60-weight
oil. Superior synthetic formulation
provides long service life and
maximum protection against
engine wear. Superior shear
STABILITYPROVIDESOUTSTANDING
protection for high-performance
ENGINESANDTRANSMISSIONS.O
FRICTIONMODIlERS7ET CLUTCH
COMPATIBLE

Briggs & Stratton Synthetic 4T Racing Oil (GBS2960)

GBS2960

&ORMULATEDBY!-3/),SPECIlCALLYFORSTOCKANDMODIlEDSMALL DISplacement air-cooled racing engines used in kart, junior drag, quarter
midget and other racing applications and recommended for any
four-stroke air-cooled competition engine. Designed to help racers elicit
the most horsepower and longest life from their engines. Resists the
elevated heat common to high-performance racing engines. Reduces
energy loss due to friction, while providing strong anti-wear properTIES2ESISTSFOAM0ROTECTSAGAINSTTHEFORMATIONOFCORROSIONBETWEEN
RACESANDDURINGLONGERSTORAGEPERIODS4ESTEDANDVALIDATEDBY
Briggs & Stratton and AMSOIL.

Formula 4-Stroke® Power Sports
Synthetic Motor Oil (AFF)

AFF

Specially formulated to provide serious protection and performance
INRECREATIONALFOUR STROKEMOTORS INCLUDING!46SANDSNOWMOBILES
"ROAD7 VISCOSITYRATINGPROVIDESSUPERIORPROTECTIONINBOTHHOT
and cold temperature extremes.
ICIAL
3!%7 p!0)3ERVICE3' 3* 3,#&p*!3/-!-!p)3/ , %-!

OF

F

OI

L

TOP
SELLER

Advanced Synthetic
Motorcycle Oil

Formula 4-Stroke® Marine
Synthetic Motor Oil
&ORMULATEDSPECIlCALLYFORUSEINFOUR STROKEGASOLINE FUELEDENGINES
used in marine applications. Offers outstanding wear protection and
VISCOSITYSTABILITY LOWVOLATILITYANDEXCELLENTLOW TEMPERATUREmUIDITY
#ERTIlEDTOMEET.--!&# 7PERFORMANCESPECIlCATIONS-EETS
h7ARRANTY#ERTIlEDvSTATUSOFENGINEMANUFACTURERS2ECOMMENDED
FORUSEINFOUR STROKEOUTBOARDMOTORSINCLUDING(ONDA 9AMAHA -ERCURY 3UZUKI *OHNSON %VINRUDE"20 .ISSANAND4OHATSU%XCELLENT
FORUSEINMARINEINBOARDOUTBOARD)/ ENGINESINCLUDING-ERCURY
-ER#RUISER /-#AND6OLVO 0ENTA!LSOFORUSEWITHMARINEINBOARD
power plants including Crusader, Marine Power, GM, Ford and Chrysler. Recommended for use with personal watercraft (PWC) including
3EA$OO"20 (ONDA 9AMAHAAND+AWASAKI
Formula 4-Stroke Marine 10W-30
Synthetic Motor Oil (WCT)
!0)3,p.--!&# 72EGISTRATION&" "

Formula 4-Stroke Marine 10W-40
Synthetic Motor Oil (WCF)

OF

WCT

WCF

FICIAL OIL

!0)3,p.--!&# 72EGISTRATION&" +

Formula 4-Stroke® Synthetic
Small Engine Oil (ASE)
Provides superior protection in the hot-temperature, severe-service
OPERATINGCONDITIONSOFBOTHGASOLINE ANDDIESEL FUELEDSMALL
engines. Formulated with a high viscosity index and premium
SYNTHETICBASEOILSTHATEXCEEDBOTH7 MULTI GRADEAND3!%
straight-grade viscosity requirements. Provides excellent all-season
PROTECTIONANDPERFORMANCE!SACOMMERCIAL GRADELUBRICANT IT
meets the demands of homeowner, commercial and industrial
applications, improving productivity and reducing maintenance
costs through superior engine protection.

ASE

2IDINGAND0USH,AWNMOWERSp3NOWBLOWERSp'ENERATORSp0UMPSp7ELDERSp
3KID 3TEERSp#OMPRESSORSpANDMORE
!0)3, 3* 3( 3'p!0)#& #$p*!3/-!-!p)3/ , %-!

Formula 4-Stroke® Synthetic
Scooter Oil (ASO)

ASO

&ORMULATEDSPECIlCALLYTOMEETTHESPECIALNEEDSOFTODAYSHIGH TECH
air- and water-cooled four-stroke motorized scooters, offering
advanced wear protection and friction reduction for longer equipment
life and cooler operating temperatures. Its 10W-40 viscosity ensures
consistent viscosity protection and provides additional protection for
TRANSMISSIONSANDGEARBOXES WHILEITSFRICTION MODIlER FREEFORMULATIONENSURESWET CLUTCHCOMPATIBILITYANDSMOOTHCLUTCHOPERATION!
special anti-corrosion additive package provides long-term protection
during periods of inactivity and storage.
!0)3' 3,#&p*!3/-!-!p)3/ , %-!

7

HP Marine™ Synthetic 2-Stroke Oil (HPM)

TDR

4# 7!0)4#

PERFORMANCE

%XCELLENTFORALLTWO STROKEOUTBOARDMOTORS PERSONALWATERCRAFTAND
ANYWHERE.--!4# 7AND!0) 4#OILSARESPECIlED2ECOMMENDED
for Evinrude E-TEC factory-lean setting. Engineered with customDESIGNEDSYNTHETICBASESTOCKSTOREDUCEFRICTIONANDWEAR&ORTIlED
with MAXDOSE™SYSTEMOFADVANCEDADDITIVESFORhSUPER CLEANv
OPERATION)NSEVERE SERVICElELDTESTING COMPLETELYPREVENTEDPISTON
SKIRTSCUFlNG CYLINDERBORESCUFlNGANDRINGSTICKINGVISITWWWAMSOIL
com/proof for details). Low smoke, low odor, low aquatic toxicity.
Injector use or 50:1 premix.

MAXIMUM

HPM

DOMINATOR® Synthetic 2-Stroke Racing Oil (TDR)
Complex formulation specially engineered to address the heat,
PRESSUREANDFRICTIONOFRACE ENGINEEREDTWO CYCLEENGINES BOTH
ONANDOFFTHETRACK0URPOSE BUILTFOROUTSTANDINGlLMSTRENGTH
ANDLUBRICITY!NTI FRICTION ANTI SCUFFFORMULAFORMAXIMUMPOWER
and exceptional piston protection.

ATP

API TC

SABER® Synthetic 2-Stroke Oil
SABER® Professional withstands high heat and stress to protect handheld power equipment engines against wear and harmful deposits. It
CANBEMIXEDATCONVENTIONALMIXRATIOS   ORTHE3!"%2
Ratio™  WHICHOFFERSANUNCOMPROMISINGCOMBINATION
OFCONVENIENCE SAVINGS PROTECTIONANDSMOKELESSOPERATION3ABER
/UTBOARDCONTAINSLOWER TEMPERATUREDISPERSANTSFORWATER COOLED
OUTBOARDMOTORS2ECOMMENDEDFORMIXRATIOSINNORMALSERVICE
OZPERGALLON 

AIT

SABER Professional Synthetic 2-Stroke Oil

SABER® Ratio™
80:1 ... 1.6 oz.... 1 US GAL
SABER® Ratio™
100:1.. 1.3 oz.... 1 US GAL
ATO

(ATP)

)3/ , %'$!0)4#*!3/&$

RELIABILITY

MAXIMUM

Saber Outboard 100:1 Pre-Mix
Synthetic 2-Cycle Oil (ATO)
4# 7!0)4#

INTERCEPTOR® Synthetic 2-Stroke Oil (AIT)

Meets the pe
perfo
performance
rforma
rmance
nce requirerequi
re
quirements of Polaris®, Arctic Cat® and
Ski-Doo® two-stroke snowmobiles.

%NGINEEREDSPECIlCALLYFORTWO STROKESNOWMOBILES
DIRTBIKES !46SAND07#S!NTI SCUFFANTI WEARFORMULATION
PROVIDESEXCELLENTLUBRICITYANDCLEANLINESSPROPERTIESIN
HOURSOFEXTREMEENGINEDYNOTESTING ).4%2#%04/2
COMPLETELYPREVENTEDPISTONSKIRTSCUFlNG RINGSTICKINGAND
exhaust power valve sticking (visit www.amsoil.com/proof
for details). Low-smoke, low-odor formulation ensures riders
ARENOThSMOKEDOUTv)NJECTORUSEORPREMIX
API TC

OF
EXHAUST SIDE

Piston coating
largely intact.

The piston rings
earned perfect
10 merit ratings,
demonstrating no ring
sticking and excellent
performance.
The piston skirts
exhibited 0.00%
SCUFlNG PROVING
INTERCEPTOR’s
outstanding
friction-reduction
capabilities.
Complete results at
amsoil.com/proof

Severe-Duty Dyno Results
INTERCEPTOR® Synthetic 2-Stroke Oil was
installed in a 2012 Ski-Doo® Renegade X
snowmobile equipped with a Rotax® E-TEC®
800R engine. Following a 50-hour severe-duty
dyno session designed to simulate a full season
of real-world conditions, the engine was
disassembled and rated for wear and deposits
by a calibrated ASTM rater. Results prove
INTERCEPTOR virtually eliminated wear and
deposits throughout the entire engine.

PRODUCTS THE PROS USE
n)CEOVALRACINGISTHEMOSTEXTREMETESTFOR
ASNOWMOBILEENGINE AND$/-).!4/2
MEETSTHECHALLENGEEVERYTIMEo

8

0*7ANDERSCHEID
4X AMSOIL Eagle River
World Champion

FICIAL OIL

AIO

Synthetic 2-Stroke Injector Oil (AIO)
Offers the convenience of one formula for the tough conditions of all two-stroke
RECREATIONALEQUIPMENTREQUIRING.--!4# 7AND!0)4#TWO STROKEOIL%FFECTIVELY
MINIMIZESWEARANDDEPOSITSTHATCANDAMAGEINTERNALCOMPONENTSANDSIGNIlCANTLY
SHORTENENGINELIFE0ROVIDESCOLD TEMPERATUREmUIDITYFOREASYSTARTS&ORTIlEDWITH
high-temperature detergent and dispersant additives to maintain engine cleanliness.
Injector use or 50:1 pre-mix.
TCC

4# 7!0)4#

3YNTHETIC#HAINCASE'EAR/IL (TCC)
Provides superior protection and performance for enclosed chains. Ideal for
SNOWMOBILES !46SANDGENERALEQUIPMENT%XTREME PRESSUREADDITIVESPROVIDE
SNO
EXTRAWEARPROTECTION%XTENDSCHAINLIFE
E
EX
TR
REPELSWATERANDINHIBITSRUST OXIDATION
and
d foam. Superior low-temperature starting, performance and protection.
STL

STM

Shock Therapy® Suspension Fluid
&ORMULATEDFORMAXIMUMSTABILITYANDPERFORMANCEINHIGH PERFORMANCEFORKAND
KAN
ND
SHOCKAPPLICATIONS%FFECTIVELYCONTROLSFRICTIONANDHEATANDSIGNIlCANTLYREDUCES
D
WEARANDSCUFlNG6ISCOSITYREMAINSCONSTANTANDFOAMANDAERATIONAREKEPTTO
a minimum, limiting shock fade and inconsistent dampening. Offers superior
performance in temperature extremes.
Shock Therapy Suspension Fluid

(STL)

,IGHTWEIGHT

AMSOIL STL #5 is recommended for applications that demand quick
rebounds under extreme temperatures.

Shock Therapy Suspension Fluid

(STM)

-EDIUM

AMSOIL STM #10 is recommended for applications that require
more dampening and slower rebounds.

DEO

DME

7ESLEY"EECH
2013 Diesel Power
Challenge Champion

Premium Synthetic
Diesel Oil
The premium choice
diesel oil for model-year
2007 and newer diesel
engines requiring API
CJ-4 emission quality oil
standards. Also recommended for pre-2007 diesel
ENGINES)NCREDIBLYSHEAR
STABLETOWITHSTANDTHE
stress of heat, soot and
acids and help prevent
deposits, wear and corrosion.
Broad viscosity range offers superior protection over a wide temperature range.
%FFECTIVELYREDUCESEMISSIONSBYRESISTINGOILCONSUMPTION WHILEIMPROVINGFUEL
EFlCIENCY2ECOMMENDEDFORUPTOTHREETIMESTHEORIGINALEQUIPMENTMANUFACturer’s drain interval recommendation in diesel applications, not to exceed 50,000
MILESHOURSORONEYEAR WHICHEVERCOMESlRST 2ECOMMENDEDFORUPTOTWO
times the original equipment manufacturer’s drain interval recommendation in
gasoline applications, not to exceed 15,000 miles or one year, whichever comes
lRST#OMPATIBLEWITHALLEXHAUSTTREATMENTDEVICESANDVEHICLESEQUIPPEDWITH
TURBOCHARGERS$ESIGNEDTOEXTENDTHESERVICELIFEOFPARTICULATElLTERS
* Due to fuel dilution issues, extended drain intervals are not recommended for
2007-2009 Caterpillar C13 and C15 on-highway engines or 2007-present Dodge,
Ford and GM LMM light-duty diesel pickups. See OE Synthetic Diesel Oil on page 10.

Premium 5W-40 Synthetic
Diesel Oil (DEO)
!0)LICENSED#*  #)  #& 3. 3-p!#%!% %p-ACK%/ /p$$#
+p#ATERPILLAR%#&  %#&  %#&  Ap#UMMINS#%3p6OLVO
6$3  6$3 p-"p-3p-454YPE) )) p-!. 
p*!3/$( p'LOBAL$($ p2ENAULT2,$ 

Premium 15W-40 Synthetic
Diesel Oil (DME)
!0)#*  #)  #& 3-p!#%!% %p-ACK%/ /p$$#+p#ATER
PILLAR%#&  %#&  %#&  Ap#UMMINS#%3p6OLVO6$3  6$3 p
-"p-3p-454YPE) )) p-!. p*!3/$( p
'LOBAL$($ p2ENAULT2,$ 
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OE Synthetic Diesel Oil

OED

0ROVIDESEXCELLENTPROTECTIONANDPERFORMANCEINBOTHON ANDOFF ROAD
diesel engines for the original equipment manufacturer’s recommended drain
INTERVAL-EETS!0)#* SPECIlCATIONSANDISSUITABLEFORBOTHMODERNAND
older diesel applications. Exceeds the higher performance demands of modern
engines and withstands the stress of heat, soot and acids to help prevent
deposits, wear and corrosion. Developed to address fuel dilution issues with
2007 to present Dodge, Ford and GM LMM light-duty diesel pickups.
OE 15W-40 Synthetic Diesel Oil

(OED)

!0)#* #)  #&3.3-p!#%!%  % p$$#+p#UMMINS#%3p-"p#!4%#&  
%#&  %#&  Ap-ACK%/ /p6OLVO6$3  6$3 p-!. p2ENAULT2,$ p-454YPE) )) 

OE 10W-30 Synthetic Diesel Oil

Engineered for on- and off-road diesel engines not equipped with diesel parTICULATElLTERS$0& !LSOFORALLGASOLINEENGINESRECOMMENDING
!0)3,SPECIlCATIONS INCLUDINGTURBOCHARGEDVEHICLES$ELIVERSBETTER
wear protection than other popular diesel oils and effectively reduces fuel
consumption. Ideal for exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) engines. Note: For 2007
and newer on-road diesel vehicles, see Premium Synthetic Diesel Oil on pg. 9
and OE Synthetic Diesel Oil on pg. 10.
!0)#)  #) #( #&#& 3,3*p'LOBAL$($ p!#%!!" % % % %p*!3/$( p-ACK%/ - 
%/ .0REMIUM0LUSp$$#0OWER'UARD +p-!.p-454YPE))p#ATERPILLAR%#&  A %#& 
p#UMMINS#%3  p6OLVO6$3  6$3 p-"  
p#UM

ADVANCED

3ERIES7 3YNTHETIC(EAVY$UTY$IESEL/IL (HDD)

HDD

FUEL EFFICIENT FORMULA

OEC

(OEC)

!0)#* #)  #&3.3-p!#%!%  % p#UMMINS#%3p-"p#!4%#&  %#&  
%#&  Ap-ACK%/ /p6OLVO6$3  6$3 p-!. p2ENAULT2,$ p-454YPE) )) 

7 3YNTHETIC(EAVY$UTY$IESELAND-ARINE/IL (AME)
7

AME

Engine
Engineered
for on- and off-road diesel engines not equipped with diesel
PARTICULATElLTERS$0& (IGH4".CONTROLSACIDSFROMCOMBUSTIONBLOW BY
and exhaust gas recirculation (EGR). High levels of detergency and dispersancy
additives control soot thickening, oxidation and wear. Provides up to three times
the original equipment manufacturer’s drain interval recommendation in diesel
applications, not to exceed 50,000 miles/600 hours or one year, whichever
COMESlRSTNote: For 2007 and newer on-road diesel vehicles, see Premium
Synthetic Diesel Oil on pg. 9 and OE Synthetic Diesel Oil on pg. 10.
!0)#)  #) #( #&#& 3,3*p'LOBAL$($ p!#%!!" % % % %p*!3/$( p-ACK%/ - 
%/ .p$$#+p#ATERPILLAR%#&  A %#& p#UMMINS#%3  p6OLVO6$3  6$3 p-"
  p-!. p-454YPE))

7 3!%3YNTHETIC(EAVY$UTY$IESEL/IL (ACD)

ACD

%XCEEDSBOTH7 MULTI GRADEAND3!%STRAIGHT GRADEVISCOSITYREQUIREments. Engineered for on- and off-road diesel engines not equipped with diesel
PARTICULATElLTERS$0&
P
!LSORECOMMENDEDFORGASOLINEENGINESREQUIRING!0)
3,ORPREVIOUSSPECIlCATIONS%XCELLENTFORHEAVYEQUIPMENTANDPERSONAL
3
vehicles.
v
Extends drain intervals. See the AMSOIL Product Information and
Drain
D
Interval Chart (G2281) for more information. Note: For 2007 and newer
on-road diesel vehicles, see Premium Synthetic Diesels Oil on pg. 9 and OE
Synthetic Diesel Oil on pg. 10.
!0)#)  #( #& #&3,p'LOBAL$($ p!#%!!" % %p*!3/$( p-ACK%/ - %/ .0REMIUM
0LUSp$$#0OWER'UARD +p#ATERPILLAR%#&  A %#& p#UMMINS#%3  p6OLVO
6$3  6$3 p-"  p-!. p-454YPE))p&ORD733 -# !

Oil Analysis
!-3/),ANDITSSUBSIDIARY/),!.!,9:%23).#® provide state-of-the-art
oil analysis service, allowing customers to monitor engine condition and
maximize oil drain intervals. Customers receive detailed analysis reports
via fax, email and online reporting. Expert consultation of oil condition
ISEASILYACCESSIBLEBYPHONE   OREMAILINFO OAITESTINGCOM 
#OOLANTANDDIESELFUELANALYSISISALSOAVAILABLE&ORMOREINFORMATION 
see www.oaitesting.com.

Oil Analyzers
INC.
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Oil Suction
Pump
'

Signature Series Synthetic Automatic Transmission Fluid

ATF

(ANDLE-ORE(EAT7ITH#ONÚDENCE

0ROVIDESRESERVEPROTECTIONINmEETVEHICLES HEAVY DUTYPICKUPS WORKTRUCKSAND
OTHERSEVERE SERVICEAPPLICATIONSTHATQUICKLYBREAKDOWNOTHERLUBRICANTS ASWELLAS
top-of-the-line protection for passenger vehicles. Promotes maximum transmission
PERFORMANCEANDLIFEBYPROTECTINGAGAINSTFORMATIONOFHARMFULSLUDGEINHOT RUNNING
automatic transmissions. Retains viscosity in severe service to guard against wear to gears,
CLUTCHPLATESANDOTHERCRITICALCOMPONENTS/UTSTANDINGCOLD mOWANDFRICTIONALPROPERTIES
&OLLOWTHEVEHICLEMANUFACTURERSNORMAL SERVICEDRAININTERVALINNORMALSERVICEORDOUBLETHE
VEHICLEMANUFACTURERSSEVERE SERVICEDRAININTERVALINSEVERESERVICE&UEL %FlCIENT3YNTHETIC
Automatic Transmission Fluid is engineered to exceed the requirements of GM, Ford, Toyota
and other OEMs where low-viscosity oil is required.

ATL

Signature Series Multi-Vehicle
Synthetic Automatic Transmission Fluid (ATF)
&ORD-%2#/.® -%2#/.®6 %30 -# (p'-$%82/.®)))p#HRYSLER!4& ® -/0!2®!32#p!LLISON#  4%3 p!UDI'
 ' 'p"-7% ,! ,4p(ONDA!4& :NOT#64 p(YUNDAI30 ))AND30 )))p)DEMITSU+p
*73  p+IA30 ))AND30 ))) !4&2ED p-!.& 6 6 : ::p-AZDA!4& -))) !4& -6 !4&
&:p-ERCEDES"ENZ         p-ITSUBISHI30 ))AND30 )))p.ISSAN-ATIC $ 
-ATIC * -ATIC +p3HELL ,!p3UBARU!4& !4& (0p3UZUKIp4EXACO%4, % %4, " .p4OYOTA4YPE
4 )))AND4 )6p6OITH88' 88' p6OLVO p6OLKSWAGEN' ' 'p:&
4% -,$ $ ,  " ! " # , #p*!3/ !

Note: Not for use with CVT or Ford Type F applications.

3IGNATURE3ERIES&UEL %FlCIENT
Synthetic Automatic Transmission Fluid (ATL)

OTF

&ORD-%2#/.®,6 30p'-$%82/.®6)p!ISIN 7ARNER!7 p!UDI' ' 'p"-7 
p(ONDA$7 ®p(YUNDAI+IA30 )6 30( )6 30( )6 22p*73p-ITSUBISHI30 )6 !4&*p.ISSAN-ATIC 3p3AAB
p3HELL-  -  -  - ,p4OYOTA73p6OLKSWAGEN' ' 'p*!3/ !p
-ERCEDES"ENZ p6OLVO

Note: Not for use with CVT applications.

OE Synthetic Automatic Transmission Fluid

OTL

Provides outstanding protection for passenger-car/light-truck transmissions throughout original
equipment manufacturer (OEM)-recommended drain intervals. Resists wear to the transmisSIONSVALVEBODY GEARS CLUTCHPLATESANDOTHERVITALPARTS'UARDSAGAINSTTHEHARMFULEFFECTS
OFTHERMALBREAKDOWN RESISTINGVARNISHFORMATIONTHATCANSTICKVALVESANDTHREATENTRANSMISSIONPERFORMANCEANDLIFE2ESISTSTHICKENINGANDmOWSQUICKLYFORFAST RELIABLESHIFTSDURING
COLDSTARTSANDMAXIMUMFUELEFlCIENCY/%&UEL %FlCIENT3YNTHETIC!UTOMATIC4RANSMISSION
Fluid is engineered to exceed the requirements of GM, Ford, Toyota and other OEMs where
low-viscosity oil is required.
OE Multi-Vehicle Synthetic Automatic Transmission Fluid (OTF)
&ORD-%2#/.® -%2#/.®6 %30 -# (p'-$%82/.®)))p#HRYSLER-/0!2®!32#p!LLISON#  4%3 p!UDI'
 ' 'p"-7% ,! ,4p(ONDA!4& :NOT#64 p(YUNDAI30 ))AND30 )))p)DEMITSU+p*73
  p+IA30 ))AND30 ))) !4&2ED p-!.& 6 6 ::p-AZDA!4& -))) !4& -6 !4& &:
p-ERCEDES"ENZ         p-ITSUBISHI30 ))AND30 )))p.ISSAN-ATIC $ 
-ATIC * -ATIC +p3HELL ,!p3UBARU!4& !4& (0p3UZUKIp4EXACO%4, % %4, " .p4OYOTA4YPE
4 )))AND4 )6p6OITH88' 88' p6OLVO p6OLKSWAGEN' ' 'p:&
4% -,$ $ ,  " ! " , #p*!3/ !

CVT

Note: Not for use with CVT or Ford Type F applications. AMSOIL warrants the use of this product for
Chrysler ATF+4® applications above -38°F. Product does not meet the cold temperature requirement of
ATF+4 at -40°F. For warranty information, visit www.amsoil.com/warranty.aspx.

/%&UEL %FlCIENT3YNTHETIC!UTOMATIC4RANSMISSION&LUID(OTL)

&ORD-%2#/.®,6p'-$%82/.®6)p!ISIN 7ARNER!7 p!UDI' ' 'p"-7 
p(ONDA$7 ®p(YUNDAI+IA30 )6 30( )6 30( )6 22p*73p-ITSUBISHI30 )6 !4&*p.ISSAN-ATIC 3p3AAB
p3HELL-  -  -  - ,p4OYOTA73p6OLKSWAGEN' ' 'p*!3/ !p
-ERCEDES"ENZ
p6OLVO
-

Note:
Note
Not
e Not for use with CVT applications.

Synthetic
Syn
Sy
n
CVT Fluid
0ROV
0ROVIDESOUTSTANDINGPROTECTIONANDPERFORMANCEFORCONTINUOUSLYVARIABLETRANSMISSIONS
IONS
S
(CVT) throughout original vehicle manufacturer-recommended drain intervals. Exceptional
i nal
io
METAL TO METALFRICTIONALPROPERTIESHELPPREVENTBELTANDCHAINSLIPPING2ESISTSWEARAND
AND
AN
D
oxidation that threaten transmission performance and life. Superior wet-clutch perforMANCEFOROUTSTANDINGANTI SHUDDERDURABILITYANDREDUCEDNOISEANDVIBRATION
MTF

2ECOMMENDEDFORBELT ANDCHAIN TYPE#64SREQUIRINGTHEFOLLOWING!UDI6OLKSWAGEN4, 'p$ODGE*EEP#64& ®,
.3 p&ORD#64 #64 -%2#/.®#p'-3ATURN$%8 #64p(ONDA(--& (#& p(YUNDAI'ENUINE#64& 30 )))p+IA30 )))p
-ERCEDES "ENZp-INI#OOPER%:,p-ITSUBISHI#64& * 30 )))p.ISSAN.3 p3UBARU,INEARTRONIC®#64&0.+9 
.3 p3UZUKI4# #64'REEN .3 p4OYOTA4#

MTG

3YNTHETIC-ANUAL4RANSMISSIONAND4RANSAXLE'EAR,UBE (MTG)
Provides improved internal component protection. Formulated with extreme-pressure additives
ANDADVANCEDFRICTIONALQUALITIESTHATPROVIDESMOOTHSHIFTSWHILEPROTECTINGGEARS BEARINGS
ANDSEALS.ON CORROSIVETOYELLOWMETALS2ECOMMENDEDFORMANUALTRANSMISSIONSAND
transaxles that require 75W-85, 75W-90 or 80W-90 viscosities.
7 p!0)', 

Synthetic Synchromesh Transmission Fluid (MTF)
3PECIlCALLYDESIGNEDFORMANUALTRANSMISSIONSANDTRANSAXLESWITHSYNCHROMESHSYSTEMS
THATREQUIRELIGHTVISCOSITY NON EXTREME PRESSUREFORTIlEDOIL!DVANCEDADDITIVETECHNOLOGY
PROVIDESSMOOTHSHIFTINGWITHOUTGRINDINGORBUMPSHIFTINGWHILEPROVIDINGTHEULTIMATEINGEAR
ANDBEARINGPROTECTION/UTPERFORMSMOTOROILSINMANUALTRANSMISSIONSANDPROVIDESEXCELLENTPERFORMANCEINEXTREMETEMPERATURESFROM &TO&/UTSTANDINGANTI WEARAND
ANTI FOAMPROPERTIESANDNON CORROSIVETOYELLOWMETALS.OTFORUSEINENGINES WETCLUTCHES
or clutch-type limited-slip differential applications.
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ATD
ART

Super Shift Racing Transmission Fluid (ART)
®

Specially formulated for high-horsepower, high-torque conditions. Designed to
provide quick, solid shifts and prevent automatic transmissions from slipping,
helping racers improve on elapsed times. Delivers exceptional friction reduction and reduced wear so clutch plates and transmissions last longer. Provides
MAXIMUMTORQUETRANSFERANDBRAKEPOWERWHILERESISTINGOXIDATIONANDTHERMAL
BREAKDOWN
!LLISON# p&ORD4YPE&

Torque-Drive® Synthetic Automatic Transmission Fluid (ATD)
%NGINEEREDTOELIMINATETHEDElCIENCIESCOMMONTOCONVENTIONALPETROLEUM
ATFs, AMSOIL Torque-Drive provides superior performance and protection
against thermal and oxidative degradation, sludge and varnish formation and
d
viscosity shear down. Ideal for Allison Transmissions and heavy equipment.

ATH

!-3/),RECOMMENDS4ORQUE $RIVEFORUSEINAPPLICATIONSSPECIFYING!LLISON®4%3 4%3 # 6OITH
88:&4% -,#'-$EXRON®)))&ORD-ERCON®-ERCEDES"ENZ

FTF

Synthetic Tractor/Hydraulic Transmission Oil (ATH)
&ORMULATEDFORCOMBINATIONSOFTRANSMISSIONS HYDRAULICSYSTEMS lNALDRIVES 
POWERTAKE OFFSYSTEMSANDWETBRAKES INCLUDINGHYDROSTATICLAWNMOWERTRANSMISSIONS%XCEEDSTHEMOSTDEMANDINGALL WEATHERSPECIlCATIONSOFBOTH&ORD
.EW(OLLAND&.(!  #  # AND*OHN$EERE*#*$ ASWELLAS
most other tractor hydraulic/ transmissions, eliminating the need for seasonal oil
changes.

SAE 50 Long-Life Synthetic Transmission Oil (FTF)
Specially formulated to meet the demanding requirements of manual transmisssions found in high-torque, heavy-duty line-haul trucks and other commercial
APPLICATIONS)TSSYNTHETICBASESTOCKANDPREMIUMADDITIVESHELPREDUCE
GEARANDBEARINGWEAR IMPROVESHIFTINGANDEXTENDTRANSMISSIONLIFE
THROUGHOUTDRAININTERVALSOFUPTO MILESlVEYEARS

CTG

CTJ

%ATON03 2EVp!0)', AND-4 p.AVISTAR)NTERNATIONAL4-3p
-ACK4/ !0LUSp:&&REEDOMLINEp-ERITOR p2OCKWELL%ATON&ULLER#$ 03 

Synthetic Powershift Transmission Fluid
3PECIlCALLYFORMULATEDFORHEAVY DUTYPOWERSHIFTTRANSMISSIONS0ROVIDES
outstanding friction performance for enhanced clutch engagement. Formulated
TOPREVENTSLIPPAGEANDGLAZING3HEAR STABLEANDANTI WEARFORTIlED0ROTECTS
GEARSANDBEARINGS2ESISTSHIGH TEMPERATUREOXIDATION VARNISHANDSLUDGEFORMATION3UPERBCOLD mOWPROPERTIES%XTENDEDDRAININTERVALCAPABLE2ECOMMmended for heavy-duty service found in commercial and earth-moving applicaica
caTIONSASWELLASLIGHTER DUTYTRANSMISSIONSREQUIRINGTHELISTEDSPECIlCATIONS3!%
3!%
3!
%
AREALSOEXCELLENTFORMANUALTRANSMISSIONS

SVG

SVT

Synthetic Powershift Transmission Fluid

CTL

(CTG)

3!%7p#!44/ p!LLISON# p+OMATSU+%3

Synthetic Powershift Transmission Fluid

(CTJ)

3!%p#!44/ p!LLISON# p+OMATSU+%3

Synthetic Powershift Transmission Fluid

(CTL)

3!%p#!44/ p#$ p+OMATSU+%3

3EVERE'EAR®3YNTHETIC%0'EAR,UBE
3PECIlCALLYENGINEEREDFORHIGH DEMANDAPPLICATIONS INCLUDINGTRAILERTOWING 
HEAVYHAULING XOFF ROADDRIVING COMMERCIALUSEANDRACING3UPERIORLUBE
BE
lLMSTRENGTHCOMBINEDWITHEXTRAADDITIVESPROTECTSGEARSANDBEARINGSFROM
M
SCORINGANDWEAR2ESISTSHIGHHEATANDPOSSESSESEXCELLENTCOLD mOWPROPERERties. Outperforms conventional gear oils. Recommended for all types of vehicles
cles
SUCHASTURBO DIESELPICKUPS 356S AUTOS TRUCKS HEAVYEQUIPMENTANDMOTOR
OTO
OR
O
R
HOME
HOMES#OMPATIBLEWITHMOSTLIMITED SLIPDIFFERENTIALS
Se
Seve
ve Gear 75W-90 Synthetic Gear Lube
Severe

(SVG)

4OPFUELEFÚCIENCYANDCOLD
4OP
OP FU
TEMPERATUREPERFORMANCE
!0)', -4 p-), 02& %p-!#+'/ *p$ANA3(!%3%ATON03 
!0)

Severe Gear 75W-110 Synthetic Gear Lube
Seve

(SVT)

'EAR,UBE(AND0UMP'

%XTRAVISCOSITYPROTECTIONWITHOUTSACRIÚCINGFUELEFÚCIENCY
SVO

!0)', -4 p-), 02& %p-ACK'/ *p$ANA3(!%3%ATON03  

Severe Gear 75W-140 Synthetic Gear Lube

(SVO)

Maximum viscosity protection for severe-duty applications

G1230

G1242

!0)', -4 p-), 02& %p-!#+'/ *p$ANA3(!%3%ATON03 

&LEXIBLE0OUR3POUT'
.OZZLE$ISPENSER#APS '
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FICIAL OIL

3EVERE'EAR®%03YNTHETIC2ACING'EAR,UBE
SRN

SRT

(IGH VISCOSITY EXTREME PRESSUREGEARLUBEENGINEEREDFORTHE
demands of severe racing conditions, including off-road truck
racing, rock crawling, tractor pulling, funny car racing and dragster racing. Protects gears from shock-loading and tire shake.
Resists sling-off from G-forces and high speeds. Effectively
clings to gears, promoting cooler operating temperatures and
EXTENDINGGEARANDBEARINGLIFE
Severe Gear SAE 190 Synthetic Gear Lube

FGR

(SRN)

!0)', -4 

Severe Gear SAE 250 Synthetic Gear Lube

(SRT)

!0)', -4 

,ONG,IFE3YNTHETIC'EAR,UBE
3PECIlCALLYENGINEEREDFOREXTENDEDDRAININTERVALSUPTO
 MILESASSETBYEQUIPMENTMANUFACTURERSFOROVER THE
road trucks. Protects against wear and improves equipment life.
Excellent all-season summer and winter performance. Outperforms all conventional gear oils. Also excellent for passenger
CARSANDTRUCKS#OMPATIBLEWITHMOSTLIMITED SLIPDIFFERENTIALS
CA
75W-90
Long Life Synthetic Gear Lube
75
5

(FGR)

AGL

!0)', -4 p-), 02& %p-!#+'/ * p$ANA3(!%3%ATON03 
!

80W-140 Long Life Synthetic Gear Lube
80

(FGO)

!0)', -4 p-), 02& %p-!#+'/ * p$ANA3(!%3%ATON03 

7 3YNTHETIC'EAR,UBE (AGL)

FOR LOWER UNITS

OUTSTANDING
PROTECTION

AGM

High-quality replacement for applications specifying
3!%7 CONVENTIONALGEARLUBE3YNTHETICCONSTRUCTION
PROVIDESIMPROVEDCOLD mOWPROPERTIES HIGHVISCOSITYINDEX 
superior heat resistance and excellent wear protection.
!0)', -4 p-), 02& %p-!#+'/ *p$ANA3(!%3%ATON03 

5NIVERSAL3YNTHETIC-ARINE'EAR,UBE (AGM)
Provides true marine gear performance, resists foaming and
RETAINSEXTREME PRESSUREQUALITIESEVENWHENSUBJECTEDTO
PERCENTWATERCONTAMINATION&ORUSEINOUTBOARDLOWERUNITS 
STERNDRIVES 6 DRIVES BOWANDTUNNELTHRUSTERSANDMARINE
transmissions requiring an SAE 75W-90 or 80W-90 meeting
either GL-4 or GL-5 performance standards.

ADA

',  ', 

Slip Lock® Differential Additive (ADA)
Formulated to eliminate gear-housing chatter in cars, trucks
AND356SEQUIPPEDWITHLIMITED SLIP POSITRACTIONANDLOCKING
DIFFERENTIALS2EDUCESBANGINGANDCLUNKINGASSOCIATEDWITH
AUTOMATICLOCKINGDIFFERENTIALS&ORMULATEDFORUSEWITHBOTH
SYNTHETICANDPETROLEUMGEARLUBRICANTSANDSAFELYREPLACES
MANUFACTURER RECOMMENDEDFRICTIONMODIlERS/NETUBETREATS
differential capacities of two to four quarts.
Note: AMSOIL synthetic gear lubes do not require the use of this
additive. However, not all differentials respond the same and if chatter
is noticed, the addition of AMSOIL Slip Lock will eliminate it.
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EaO/Ea15K

Ea® Oil Filters (EaO/Ea15K)
!-3/),%A/IL&ILTERSRANKAMONGTHEHIGHESTEFlCIENCYlLTERSAVAILABLETOTHEAUTO
LIGHT TRUCKMARKET PROVIDINGAlLTERINGEFlCIENCYOFPERCENTATMICRONS&EATURINGADVANCEDFULL SYNTHETICTECHNOLOGY %A/IL&ILTERSPROVIDEGREATEREFlCIENCY CAPACITY
ANDDURABILITYTHANCELLULOSElLTERS EXTENDINGENGINEANDlLTERLIFEANDREDUCINGENGINE
wear. When used in conjunction with AMSOIL synthetic motor oil, AMSOIL Ea Oil Filters
are guaranteed for extended service life:
s%A&ILTERSDESIGNATEDWITHPRODUCTCODE%A+ARERECOMMENDEDFOR MILES
ONEYEAR WHICHEVERCOMESlRST INNORMALORSEVERESERVICE

EaA

s%A&ILTERSDESIGNATEDWITHPRODUCTCODE%A/ARERECOMMENDEDFOR MILESONE
YEAR WHICHEVERCOMESlRST INNORMALSERVICEOR MILESONEYEAR WHICHEVER
COMESlRST INSEVERESERVICE
7HICHlLTERDO)NEED
Call 1-800-956-5695 (Monday-Friday, 7 a.m. - 5 p.m. Central Time) or contact the
!-3/),$EALERLISTEDONTHEBACKOFYOURCATALOGIFONEISLISTED TODETERMINETHE
APPROPRIATElLTERFOREACHAPPLICATION7HEN!-3/),%A/IL&ILTERSAREUSEDWITHA
MOTOROILOTHERTHAN!-3/),MOTOROILTHElLTERSHOULDBECHANGEDACCORDINGTOTHE
vehicle manufacturer recommendation.

Ea® Air Filters (EaA)
!-3/),%A!IR&ILTERSINCORPORATENANOlBERTECHNOLOGYWHICHHASBEENUSEDEXCLUSIVELYINSEVEREANDHEAVY DUTYAPPLICATIONS!-3/),%A&ILTERSAREMOREEFlCIENTAND
HAVEGREATERCAPACITYTHANCELLULOSEANDWET GAUZElLTERS EFFECTIVELYEXTENDINGENGINE
ANDlLTERLIFEANDREDUCINGENGINEWEAR#LEANINGOF%A&ILTERSWITHASHOPVACUUMOR
low-pressure shop air is recommended every 25,000 miles or one year, and they have
a total service life of 100,000 miles or four years.

More Premium Ea® Filters
!-3/),OFFERSAVARIETYOFSPECIALTY%AOILANDAIRlLTERSCONSTRUCTEDWITHPREMIUMSYNTHETICTECHNOLOGY#ALL   -ONDAY &RIDAY
AM PM#ENTRAL4IME FOR%A(EAVY $UTY%XTENDED ,IFE/IL&ILTERS %A"Y 0ASS %A5NIVERSAL!IR)NDUCTION %A2ACINGAND%A0RE &ILTER
APPLICATIONINFORMATION#ALL   -ONDAY &RIDAY AM PM#ENTRAL4IME FORMOTORCYCLElLTERAPPLICATIONINFORMATION
Ea Heavy-Duty Extended-Life
Oil Filters (EaHD)
0ROVIDEEXCELLENTlLTERINGEFlCIENCYAND
high contaminant capacity for heavy-duty
on- and off-road diesel and gasoline applications. Provide extended service intervals
that coincide with the maximum drain
intervals of AMSOIL synthetic motor oils.

EaHD

EaBP By-Pass Filters

Heavy-Duty By-Pass System

Ea Universal Air Induction
Filters (EaAU)

EaAU

Fit most popular air intake systems on the
market, providing improved cold air intake
ANDEXCELLENTEFlCIENCYFORSUPERIORENGINE
PROTECTIONANDPERFORMANCE#LEANABLEAND
REMAINSERVICEABLEFORLONGlLTERLIFE

(EaBP)

(IGH EFlCIENCYBY PASSlLTERSEFFECTIVELYREmove minute dirt particles and soot. Provides
ANEFlCIENCYRATINGOFPERCENTATTWO
MICRONSANDlLTERSALLTHEOILINATYPICAL
lVE QUARTSUMPINLESSTHANMINUTESAT
normal operating RPM.

EaBP

Some mechanical ability required for installation.

Ea Racing Air Filters
EaAR

6ERSATILESYSTEMCOMBINESFULL mOWANDBY
PASSOILlLTRATIONONASINGLE EASY TO INSTALL
mount. All installation parts are included.

Ea Pre-Filters

BMK23

BMK22

BMK18
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EaPF

Links two AMSOIL By-Pass Filter elements
together for engines with sump capacities
over 20 quarts. Allows fast and simple
servicing with spin-on elements.

Marine Dual-Remote
Oil Filtration Kit (BMK18)
(IGH EFlCIENCYOILlLTRATIONSYSTEMFORMARINE
APPLICATIONSCOMBINESFULL mOWANDBY PASS
OILlLTERSONANEASILYACCESSIBLEREMOTE
MOUNT!DAPTERKITSALLOWSYSTEMTOBEUSED
with a wide variety of marine engines.

(EaAR)

3PECIALLYDESIGNEDFORCARBURETEDRACINGAND
street rod applications, providing higher dirtholding capacity, lower pressure drop and
GREATERAIRmOWANDEFlCIENCY#LEANABLEAND
REMAINSERVICEABLEFORLONGlLTERLIFE

Dual-Remote Oil Filtration
Kit (BMK23)

Dual Gard® Oil Filtration
Mount (BMK22)

(BMK30)

-AXIMUMlLTRATIONPERFORMANCEFORVIRTUALLY
all heavy-duty diesel applications, including
Class 6, 7 and 8 heavy-duty trucks, off-road
EQUIPMENT BUSES GENERATORS MARINE
engines, logging and agricultural equipment.

BMK30

(EaPF)

Constructed of woven mesh and designed to
lTOVERTHETOPOF%A2ACINGAND!IR)NDUCtion Filters, preventing large particles from
STICKINGTOTHEMANDBLOCKINGAIRmOW%ASILY
REMOVEDANDSHAKENFREEOFDEBRISINSECONDS#LEANABLEANDREMAINSERVICEABLEFOR
up to one year.

Ea Motorcycle Oil Filters
EaOM

(EaOM)

Designed for motorcycles, ATVs and fourSTROKEPERSONALWATERCRAFT SNOWMOBILES
ANDOUTBOARDMOTORS STOPPINGSMALLERDIRT
particles, offering less restriction, extending
EQUIPMENTANDlLTERLIFEANDIMPROVINGPERFORMANCE&LUTEDFOREASYREMOVAL!VAILABLE
INBLACKORCHROME

DOMINATOR®3YNTHETIC2ACING'REASE (GRG)

GPOR1

GPOR2

GRG

5LTIMATEPROTECTIONFORHIGH SPEED HIGH TEMPERATURE EXTREME
PRESSUREAPPLICATIONS-AXIMIZESPOWER BEARINGEFlCIENCYAND
FUELEFlCIENCY WHILEDELIVERINGSUPERIORWEARPROTECTIONANDFRICTION
REDUCTIONFORWHEELBEARINGSANDCHASSISCOMPONENTSINRACING
vehicles operated on snow, dirt, water or pavement.
.,').O '#,"

3YNTHETIC0OLYMERIC/FF 2OAD'REASE

Formulated to resist impact/pound-out and provide outstanding
protection and performance in the extreme environments faced
in heavy-duty off-road equipment. Provides exceptional adhesion
and cohesion properties, resists water washout and stays in place
LONGER PROVIDINGOUTSTANDINGLUBRICATIONOVEREXTENDEDSERVICE
intervals, reducing maintenance costs and extending equipment life.
Synthetic Polymeric Off-Road Grease (GPOR1)
.,').O

Synthetic Polymeric Off-Road Grease

(GPOR2)

.,').O

GPTR1

GPTR2

Synthetic Polymeric Truck, Chassis and
%QUIPMENT'REASE

GLC3P
GLC

Delivers excellent wear protection and performance in the severeservice, extreme-pressure environments faced in medium- and
heavy-duty over-the-road trucks and equipment. Clings tenaciously
to metal surfaces, staying in place to seal out water and contamiNANTSANDPROVIDEAPROTECTIVEBARRIERBETWEENMETALCOMPONENTS
Extended service life reduces the need for frequent re-application
(or requires less grease at each servicing), reducing maintenance
costs and increasing equipment life.
Synthetic Polymeric Truck, Chassis and
Equipment Grease (GPTR1)
.,').O

Synthetic Polymeric Truck, Chassis and
Equipment Grease (GPTR2)

GLCKT

.,').O

GWR

3YNTHETIC-ULTI 0URPOSE'REASE (GLC)
Reduces friction and wear in high-speed/high-temperature comPONENTSSUCHASAUTOMOTIVEWHEELBEARINGSANDELECTRICMOTORS
+EEPSCOMPONENTSRUNNINGCLEANANDTROUBLE FREEFOROUTSTANDING
performance and long life.

GWR3P

.,').O '#,"

3YNTHETIC7ATER2ESISTANT'REASE (GWR)
2ESISTSWATERWASHOUTANDCORROSION-AXIMUMPROTECTIONFORBOAT
TRAILERWHEELBEARINGS OUTBOARDMOTORS !46S 546SANDOTHER
components frequently exposed to water.
.,').O '#,"
GXC

8 4REME3YNTHETIC&OOD'RADE'REASE (GXC)
!NULTRA PREMIUMLUBRICANTDESIGNEDFORHIGHLEVELSOFPROTECTION
INFOODANDPHARMACEUTICALINDUSTRYEQUIPMENT.3& APPROVED
FORMERLY53$!(  FORINCIDENTALCONTACTWITHFOOD%XCELLENT
high-temperature and extreme-pressure protection.

FWG

.,').O

3YNTHETIC&IFTH 7HEEL'REASE (FWG)
GEC

Delivers long service life and outstanding protection against wear
and corrosion in the heavily-loaded, harsh operating environments
SPECIlCTOlFTH WHEELHITCHESUSEDINTRUCKINGANDTRAILERAPPLICAtions.
.,').O

!RCTIC3YNTHETIC'REASE(GEC)
0ROVIDESEXTREMELOW TEMPERATUREPUMPABILITYANDSUPERIORPROTECtion for equipment operating in harsh climates where temperatures
DROPWELLBELOWFREEZING ENSURINGSUPERIORLOADANDWEARPROTECtion where conventional greases are ineffective.
.,').O
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GSP
GSF

3PRAY'REASE (GSP)
Effectively reduces friction and wear, keeping components running clean and
TROUBLE FREEFOROUTSTANDINGPERFORMANCEANDLONGLIFE!PPLIESQUICKLYANDEVENLY
and is ideal for greasing hard-to-reach equipment, including hinges, springs and
other common applications.

3EMI &LUID3YNTHETIC%0'REASE(GSF)
&ORMULATEDWITHHIGH VISCOSITY)3/ SYNTHETICBASEOILANDASOPHISTICATED
additive package, providing unparalleled protection against wear. Ideal for leaky
GEARBOXESININDUSTRIALANDmEETAPPLICATIONS CENTRALIZEDLUBRICATIONSYSTEMS
ANDFORUSEINAPPLICATIONSTHATAREDIFlCULTTOSERVICE0RIMARILYUSEDINGREASE
lLLEDCASESWHERECONVENTIONALSEMImUIDGREASESDONOTPROVIDEADEQUATE
LUBRICANTLIFEORPROTECTION
.,')

3YNTHETIC(IGH6ISCOSITY,ITHIUM#OMPLEX'REASE(GVC)
ABC

,ITHIUMCOMPLEXTHICKENEDGREASEBLENDEDWITHPREMIUM)3/ SYNTHETICBASE
oil. Fully compounded with additives providing EP protection, oxidation resistance
and corrosion protection. Excellent for use in heavy-duty industrial and off-road
applications where equipment is working under adverse conditions such as exposure to environmental elements, slow, heavily-loaded applications and shockloading conditions.

GVC

.,')

Semi-Synthetic Bar and Chain Oil (ABC)
#LINGSTOMETALSURFACESBETTERTHANOTHEROILS$ELIVERSOUTSTANDINGLUBRICATION
and protection.

Synthetic Compressor Oil
Provides outstanding protection and performance in rotary screw, rotary vane, reCIPROCATINGANDOTHERCOMPRESSORAPPLICATIONS#OMPATIBLEWITH0!/ ESTER AND
PETROLEUM BASEDCOMPRESSOROILS.OTCOMPATIBLEWITHGLYCOL ORSILICONE BASED
compressor oils.
SEI

Synthetic Compressor Oil

(PCH)

)3/ 3!%

Synthetic Compressor Oil
)3/ 3!%

Synthetic Compressor Oil

(PCJ)

PCI

)3/ 3!%

(PCI)

Synthetic Compressor Oil

(PCK)

)3/ 3!%

SIROCCO® Synthetic Compressor Oil (SEI)
Provides superior protection and performance in rotary screw compressors. InCREASESOPERATINGEFlCIENCY REDUCINGMONEYSPENTONENERGY REPAIRANDMAINtenance costs. Recommended as a direct replacement for PAG compressor oils
SUCHAS3ULLAIR3ULLUBEAND)NGERSOL2AND3325LTRA#OOLANT#OMPATIBLEWITH
0!' 0!/ ESTER ANDPETROLEUM BASEDCOMPRESSOROILS.OTRECOMMENDEDFOR
USEWITHSILICONEBASEmUIDS
)3/

3YNTHETIC!NTI 7EAR(YDRAULIC/IL

HVI

Protects hard-working hydraulic systems from the stress of high-pressure, highLOADANDHEAVY DUTYOPERATIONS2EMAINSmUIDINCOLDTEMPERATURESFORIMMEDIATECOLD WEATHERmOW3PECIALANTI WEARADDITIVESANDRUSTINHIBITORSPROVIDE
ATE
OPTIMUMPROTECTIONTOEXPENSIVEEQUIPMENT0ROVIDESMAXIMUMEFlCIENCYFOR
OPT
reduced fuel usage and increased production.
red
Sy
Synthetic
Anti-Wear Hydraulic Oil
Synthetic Anti-Wear Hydraulic Oil
Sy
Synthetic Anti-Wear Hydraulic Oil
Sy

(AWG) )3/
(AWH) )3/
(AWI) )3/

Synthetic Multi-Viscosity Hydraulic Oil
Sy
"LE
"LENDOFHIGHVISCOSITYINDEXBASEOILSANDPERFORMANCEADDITIVESPROVIDES
ALL SEASONPROTECTIONANDRELIABLEOPERATIONINMOSTTYPESOFHYDRAULICSYSTEMS
Proven wear resistance and varnish control deliver maximum hydraulic system
Pro
PERFORMANCEANDLIFE!DDITIONALLYTAILOREDTOPROMOTEENERGYEFlCIENCYANDFOAM
PER
suppression.
sup
Sy
Synthetic
Synthetic
Sy
Synthetic
Sy
Synthetic
Sy
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Multi-Viscosity
Multi-Viscosity
Multi-Viscosity
Multi-Viscosity

Hydraulic
Hydraulic
Hydraulic
Hydraulic

Oil
Oil
Oil
Oil

(HVG) )3/
(HVH) )3/
(HVI) )3/
(HVJ) )3/

AWI

P.i.® Performance Improver (API)

API

P.i. Performance Improver ranks among the most potent gasoLINEADDITIVESAVAILABLETODAY!SACONCENTRATEDDETERGENT ITIS
OUTSTANDINGINCLEANINGCOMBUSTIONCHAMBERDEPOSITS INTAKE
valve deposits and fuel injector deposits, eliminating the need
for expensive fuel injector cleaning procedures. It is ideal for use
prior to emissions inspections, and it helps maintain peak engine
EFlCIENCY FUELECONOMY POWERANDDRIVABILITYINNEWERLOWMILEage engines. In engines with accumulated deposits, P.i. provides
improved fuel mileage up to 5.7%, reduced emissions, restored
power and performance, reduced need for higher octane fuel,
REDUCEDCARBONRAPANDPREIGNITION BETTERDRIVABILITYAND
smoother operation after only one tank of gasoline.
%XCELLENTFORBOTHGASOLINEDIRECTINJECTED'$) ANDPORTFUEL
injected engines. Treat one full tank of gas every 4,000 miles
(100 hours of service for marine, stationary and off-road gasPOWEREDENGINES /NEBOTTLETREATSONEFULLTANKOFGASUP
to 20 gallons.

Injector spray pattern before
P.i. treatment.

Injector spray pattern after
P.i. treatment.

Test Method: CARB

105

PASS

Intake valve
a
after
P.i. trreatment.

95
% Flow

Intake valve
before
P.i. treatm
ment.

Industry’s Most Advanced
Formulation Improves
Fuel Economy

85
Build-up

Clean-up
with P.i.

2000

3000

75
1000
Total Test Miles

Two of the four dirty injectors tested were fouled >15%
and another was fouled >10%. After one tank of operation
ON!-3/),0I ALLINJECTORSRETURNEDTOÛOW

Quickshot® (AQS)

AQS

&ORMULATEDTOTHOROUGHLYCLEANVARNISH GUMSANDINSOLUBLE
DEBRISINTWO ANDFOUR STROKEGASOLINE POWEREDSMALLENGINES
and powersports equipment fuel systems, restoring peak
performance. Effectively addresses performance issues related
TOETHANOL WATERANDDIRTYPUMPGAS3TABILIZESFUELBETWEEN
uses and during short-term storage periods. See package for
treat rates.
-OTORCYCLESp3NOWMOBILESp"OATSp!46Sp%DGERSp4ILLERSp
-OWERSp3NOWBLOWERSp#HAINSAWSp'ENERATORSp&ARM
#ONSTRUCTION%QUIPMENTpANDMORE

PHASE
SEPARATION

Phase separation is when ethanol/water mixtures fall
to the bottom of fuel tanks and containers, leading to
lean-burn conditions.
Quickshot helps keep water molecules dispersed
to prevent phase separation.

Addresses Ethanol-Related
Performance issues

Degraded fuel can present a major maintenance issue in
MOTORCYCLEENGINES FORMINGVARNISH GUMANDINSOLUBLEDEBRIS
THATCLOGCARBURETORS FUELINJECTORSANDFUELlLTERS#ARBON
BUILDUPCANFORMONTHETOPSOFPISTONSRESULTINGINPRE IGNITION 
ROUGHIDLINGANDPOORTHROTTLERESPONSE&UEL RELATEDPROBLEMS
are only expected to intensify in the coming years as the ethanol
content in pump gasoline continues to increase.
AMSOIL Quickshot® (AQS) is a premium fuel additive formulated
to thoroughly clean and restore peak performance in motorcycle
ANDPOWERSPORTSEQUIPMENTFUELSYSTEMS)TALSOSTABILIZESFUEL
BETWEENUSESANDDURINGSHORT TERMSTORAGEPERIODS
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AST

FOG

'ASOLINE3TABILIZER(AST)
Formulated to keep fuel from deteriorating during storage. Reduces the oxidaTIONPROCESSTOHELPPREVENTVARNISHANDGUMBUILDUPINGASOLINE WHICHCANCLOG
INJECTORS STICKmOATSANDCAUSEPOORENGINEPERFORMANCE4REATRATEISONEOUNCE
WITHEVERYGALLONSOFFUEL/NEBOTTLETREATSGALLONS

Engine Fogging Oil (FOG)
3UPERIORlLMRETENTIONPROVIDESSTOREDEQUIPMENTWITHLONG TERMPROTECTION
against corrosion and dry starts, extending engine life and reducing operating
expenses.

DOMINATOR® Octane Boost (AOB)
Improves the performance of all two-cycle and four-cycle gasoline-fueled
engines. Maximizes power, reduces engine knock and improves ignition and
ENGINERESPONSE(ELPSFUELBURNCLEANERANDREMOVESCARBONDEPOSITS
%XCELLENTASALEADSUBSTITUTEATSAMETREATRATESINCOLLECTORAUTOMOBILES OLDER
off-road equipment, 4x4 off-road vehicles and gasoline racing vehicles. One
BOTTLETREATSGALLONS
MOB

AOB

Motorcycle Octane Boost (MOB)
)NCREASESOCTANEUPTOTHREENUMBERSFORMAXIMUMPOWERANDEFlCIENCYIN
motorcycles. Designed to improve startup performance and eliminate engine ping
ORKNOCKFORINCREASEDPOWERATLOW RPMOPERATION4REATRATEISOZPERGALLON
OFFUEL/NEBOTTLETREATSFOURTOSIXGALLONS

Diesel Injector Clean (ADF)

UP TO 4.5%

FUEL ECONOMY IMPROVEMENT
FU

ACF

4OTALSYSTEMCLEANERANDLUBRICITYIMPROVERFORALLTYPESOFHEAVY ANDLIGHT DUTY
diesel engines, including high-pressure common-rail (HPCR) designs. OutstandINGNEWFORMULACLEANSALLDEPOSITS INCLUDINGCARBONDEPOSITSONTHENOZZLEAND
internal diesel injector deposits (IDID) on the pintle. Formulated with ultra-lowSULFURDIESELFUEL5,3$ INMIND ITEFFECTIVELYCLEANSFUELINJECTORSANDCOMBUSTIONCHAMBERFORIMPROVEDEFlCIENCYANDBETTERSEALING-INIMIZESSOOT LOADING
)MPROVESTHEOXIDATIONANDTHERMALSTABILITYOFDIESELFUEL IMPROVESFUELECONOMY
BYUPTOPERCENT RESTORESHORSEPOWERANDPROTECTSAGAINSTWATERCONTAMINATION#OMPATIBLEWITHALLTYPESOFEXHAUSTEMISSIONSYSTEMS INCLUDINGDIESEL
PARTICULATElLTERS$0& !LSORECOMMENDEDINHEATINGOILFURNACEAPPLICATIONS
/NEOUNCETREATSlVEGALLONSOFFUEL/NE OZBOTTLETREATSGALLONS

Diesel Cold Flow (ACF)
2ECOMMENDEDFORLOW TEMPERATUREAPPLICATIONSBELOW&%FFECTIVELYMODIlES
wax crystal formation at low temperatures to depress diesel fuel pour point and
IMPROVECOLD mOWlLTRATIONPROPERTIES,OWERSTHECOLDlLTERPLUGGINGPOINT#&00 
BYUPTO&# INULTRA LOW SULFURDIESELFUEL5,3$ #ONTAINSJET FUEL TYPE
deicer to help prevent ice formation in fuels contaminated with water. CompatIBLEWITHDIESELPARTICULATElLTERS$0& 4WOOUNCESTREATlVEGALLONSOFFUEL/NE
BOTTLETREATSGALLONS

Diesel Injector Clean + Cold Flow (DFC)
ACB

0REMIUM YEAR ROUNDDIESELFUELADDITIVETHATPROVIDESIMPROVEDEFlCIENCYAND
maximum cold-weather performance. Outstanding new formula cleans all deposITS INCLUDINGCARBONDEPOSITSONTHENOZZLEANDINTERNALDIESELINJECTORDEPOSITS
)$)$ ONTHEPINTLE#OMBINESTHESUPERIORDETERGENCYANDLUBRICITYOF!-3/),
Diesel Injector Clean with the excellent anti-gelling properties of AMSOIL
$IESEL#OLD&LOWINONECONVENIENTPACKAGEWITHOUTSACRIlCINGPERFORMANCE
4WOOUNCESTREATlVEGALLONSOFFUEL/NEBOTTLETREATSGALLONS

Diesel Cetane Boost (ACB)
2AISESTHECETANENUMBEROFDIESELFUELUPTOSEVENPOINTSFORMAXIMUMHORSEpower, increased fuel economy and easier starts in all diesel engines. One ounce
TREATSUPTOGALLONSOFFUEL/NEBOTTLETREATSUPTOGALLONS
&IVE GALLONPAILSAND GALLONDRUMSARElLLEDTOPERCENTOFPACKAGINGCAPACITYTOALLOWFORPRODUCT
expansion in warm temperatures.
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DFC

ADF

DRC

Diesel Recovery (DRC)

APF

Quickly and effectively dissolves the wax crystals that form when diesel fuel
SURPASSESITSCLOUDPOINT1UICKLYLIQUElESGELLEDDIESELFUEL THAWSFROZEN
FUELlLTERSANDREDUCESTHENEEDFORANEWlLTER SAVINGMONEYANDALLOWING
the operator to continue driving with minimal downtime. Performs well in all
DIESELFUELS INCLUDING5,3$ OFF ROADANDBIODIESEL!LCOHOL FREEANDNON
CORROSIVE/NEOUNCETREATSONEGALLONOFFUEL/NEBOTTLETREATSGALLONS

Keep a bottle
on hand
for emergencies

Power Foam® (APF)
2EMOVESSTUBBORNCARBONDEPOSITS VARNISHANDGUMINCOMBUSTIONINTAKE
SYSTEMS(ELPSRESTORESTARTABILITYANDENGINESMOOTHNESS WHILEMAXIMIZing fuel economy and horsepower for improved overall engine performance.
%SPECIALLYEFFECTIVEINPOWERSPORTS SMALL ENGINEANDCARBURETED VEHICLE
applications.

ADG

Heavy-Duty Degreaser (ADG)
Formulated with powerful and fast-acting solvents, attacking petroleumBASEDGRIMEONAMOLECULARLEVELTOLOOSENITSHOLDONMETAL CONCRETE ENgines and other surfaces. Active d’limonene (citrus) formula makes cleaning
easy and leaves a clean scent.

ALS

AMP

Silicone Spray (ALS)
%FFECTIVELYLUBRICATESANDPROTECTSRUBBER NYLON PLASTICS UPHOLSTERY VINYL 
WOOD CARDBOARD lBERGLASSANDOTHERNONMETALSURFACESWITHADRYLUBRICATINGlLM(ELPSPREVENTTHECRACKINGANDDRYINGOFRUBBER LOCKS OUTMOISTURE
and will not attract dust or dirt. Special nonstaining formula is excellent for
WATERPROOlNGANDPROTECTINGLEATHERBOOTS SHOES JACKETS SUEDEANDMORE

Metal Protector (AMP)
Hundreds of
household uses

Disperses water and protects metal surfaces from rust and corrosion.
0ENETRATESEXISTINGRUSTBUILD UPANDLOOSENSBOLTS!LSODRIESWETELECTRICAL
SYSTEMS!MUSTFORANYHOMEORSHOP+EEPACANINYOURVEHICLETOO

FLSH

Heavy Duty Metal Protector (AMH)
AMH

(EAVY DUTYSPRAYLUBRICANTFORTIlEDWITHSPECIALRUSTANDCORROSIONINHIBITORS
Penetrates and adheres to metal surfaces, leaving a dry, long lasting waxlike protective coating. Dries completely and doesn’t attract dust. Works well
as an undercoat, preventing rust and eliminating squeaks.

Engine and Transmission Flush (FLSH)
(ELPSRESTOREOPERATINGEFlCIENCY INCREASEFUELECONOMYANDREDUCEEMISsions in gasoline and diesel engines and automatic transmissions. Its potent,
DETERGENT BASEDFORMULADISSOLVESANDDISPERSESSLUDGE VARNISHANDDEposits, promoting lower operating temperatures and reduced oil consumpTION-OREENVIRONMENTALLYFRIENDLYTHANSOLVENT BASEDPRODUCTS PROVIDING
safer cleaning action and easy disposal with waste oil.
RDCB

0ROPYLENE'LYCOL!NTIFREEZEAND%NGINE#OOLANT(ANT)
ANT

#OMBINESTHEBENElTSOFBIODEGRADABILITY LOWTOXICITYANDALL CLIMATE
protection. AMSOIL Propylene Glycol Antifreeze and Engine Coolant is less
toxic than ethylene glycol coolants. Offers protection for 750,000 miles/7
years for over-the-road diesel trucks and 250,000 miles/7 years for gasoline
VEHICLES#OMPATIBLEWITHALLOTHERMAJORANTIFREEZEPRODUCTS

Dominator® Coolant Boost (RDCB)
Provides quick and effective heat transfer inside radiator and cylinder heads,
RESULTINGINREDUCEDOPERATINGTEMPERATURES MOREEFlCIENTOPERATION 
INCREASEDHORSEPOWERANDQUICKERENGINEWARM UPTIMES2OBUSTMIXTUREOF
CORROSIONINHIBITORSEFFECTIVELYPROTECTTHERADIATOR HEATERCORE WATERPUMP 
CYLINDERHEADS ENGINEBLOCKANDINTAKEMANIFOLDFROMTHEDAMAGINGEFFECTS
OFCORROSION2ECOMMENDEDWITHBOTHRACINGAPPLICATIONSUSINGSTRAIGHTWAter coolant and automotive applications using 50/50 coolant/water mixtures.
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High Performance Brake Fluid

BF3

BF4

Provides superior performance in auto/light truck, highperformance, racing and powersports applications. Maintains
STABLEVISCOSITYOVERAWIDETEMPERATURERANGE3UPERIOR
ADDITIVEPACKAGERAISESBOILINGPOINT7ATERISKEPTINSUSPENSION 
SLOWINGITSEFFECTSONBRAKINGSYSTEMS(IGHBOILINGTEMPERATURE
ENSURESMAXIMUMLIFEANDRELIABLEBRAKINGPOWERINEXTREME
conditions.
Series 500 High Performance DOT 3 Brake Fluid

PSF

(BF3)

&-633p3!%*p)3/p&EDERAL3PECIÚCATION66 " 

Series 600 High Performance DOT 4 Brake Fluid

(BF4)

&-633p3!%*p)3/p&EDERAL3PECIÚCATION66 " 

Multi-Vehicle Synthetic Power Steering Fluid (PSF)
Effectively reduces friction and delivers excellent wear protection
ANDLUBRICITY RESULTINGINCOOLEROPERATINGTEMPERATURES LONGER
component life and quieter operation. Low pour point ensures
IMMEDIATELUBRICATIONATSTARTUPANDINCOLDTEMPERATURES WHILE
IM
HIGHVISCOSITYINDEXRESISTSTHERMALBREAKDOWNANDMAINTAINS
HI
maximum protection in high temperatures.
m
!-3/),3YNTHETIC-ULTI 6EHICLE0OWER3TEERING&LUIDMEETSOREXCEEDSAPPLICATIONREQUIREMENTS
FORUSEIN"-7 #HRYSLER &ORD '-3AGINAW (YUNDAI+IA -ERCEDES "ENZ -ITSUBISHI .AVISTAR 
.ISSAN 0ORSCHE 3AAB 3UBARU 4OYOTA 6OLVOAND67!UDIVEHICLES
AMW

Fluid Extraction Pump (G2576)
!IDSINTHEREMOVALOFPOWERSTEERINGmUID
ENGINEOIL DRIVETRAINLUBRICANTSANDENGINECOOLANT
#ANALSOBEUSEDTOINSTALLFRESHLUBRICANTSIN
hard-to-reach areas.

-IRACLE7ASH®7ATERLESS7ASH7AX(AMW)
A unique dry car wash and polish delivers outstanding perforMANCEANDQUICK EASYANDECONOMICALAPPLICATION.OWATER
required. Specially formulated surfactants lift dirt and other
particles from the surface and hold them in suspension. Miracle
7ASHTHENACTSASASHIELD PROTECTINGTHESURFACEFROMABRASION
while you wipe the dirt clean. Repels dust and light dirt particles
and protects against the sun’s ultraviolet rays.

Aftermarket Partners
!-3/),ALSOOFFERSPREMIUMlLTRATIONPRODUCTSFROMITSAFTERMARKETPARTNERS INCLUDING
$ONALDSON 7)8AND-!..&),4%2
For product and pricing information, call 1-800-956-5695 (Monday - Friday, 7 a.m. PM#ENTRAL4IME ORCONTACTTHE!-3/),$EALERLISTEDONTHEBACKOFYOURCATALOG
(if one is listed).

Contact your local full-service AMSOIL Dealer for more information on AMSOIL
PRODUCTSORTOPLACEANORDER9OUMAYALSOORDERDIRECTBYCALLING!-3/),).#
AT   ANDPROVIDINGTHEREFERRALNUMBERLISTEDHERE
Referral #_________________________________

!-3/),).# 4OWER!VE 3UPERIOR 7)s  s0RINTEDIN53!
Æ !-3/),).#!LLRIGHTSRESERVED4HE!-3/),LOGOISAREGISTEREDTRADEMARKOF!-3/),).#
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